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PREFACE
TO TWELFTH EDITION (PART I.)

nPHE Proprietors of Script Phonography, in presenting a Twelfth

J. Edition to the public at the close of the fourth year of the

system's existence, take occasion to express their gratification that

the claims put forward for the system at its birth have received

such ample confirmation in its past brief, though chequered,

history, and its present rapidly spreading popularity. A short

retrospect may not, therefore, be inappropriate to the occasion, nor

unwelcome to the reader. About four years ago this system

appeared in Glasgow as the outcome of several years devoted

exclusively to the study, practice, and teaching of shorthand. It

was fortunate in receiving early and searching investigation, result-

ing in the system exhibiting such a unique combination of simplicity
and power as to warrant the organisation of a body for its propaga-

tion, consisting, in the first instance, chiefly of teachers and practical

& writers of shorthand. The immediate results yielded by the system
were of such an unprecedented character as to render it advisable

"
for the satisfaction of the public, to adopt the unusual course of

^ having them duly attested by solemn statutory declaration, and

jj*:
confirmed by certificates of independent examiners; while within

9 four months of its complete publication the system had won its
~*

reputation at the "
reporter's table,'' where it continues to gain a

widening scope and rising status. Apart from the usual difficulties

n attending a progressive movement, Script Phonography has had to

5*" contend with obstacles of a special order arising out of its own

history and circumstances, and aggravated by the general ignor-

< ance of the public on shorthand matters. Yet, with its students

as its chief advertisements, and their advocacy and success its main

propaganda, the system to-day numbers its students by the thousand,

^ and can already boast of its Institutes in most of the leading centres

d in the kingdom, an established and increasing literature, and its

5 writers in almost every quarter of the English-speaking world.

Indeed, it is safe to say, that not a week passes withoiit its being
introduced into some school or educational institute, or adopted by
some experienced writer of the old Geometric School of English
shorthand. To facilitate public inquiry, a pamphlet has been

published* setting forth the features, claims, history, and statistics

of the system a pamphlet which should be in the hands of all

* " SCIENCE VICTORIOUS," or the Facts, Features, and History of Script

Phonography . 28 pages, with wrapper, 4 payes Shorthand Illuttratian*.

Price \d. ; per Post, l^d.

448523



interested in stenographic truth and progress. Here, however, a
brief reference may be made to those features of the system to

which its success must chiefly be attributed ;

(1) It claims to combine fully, and for the first time in English shorthand, the

two great features of the ordinary slope and uniformity of manual movement

of ordinary lont/hand, with connection of vowels and consonants in natural

sequence. In reference to the first mentioned feature, the remarks in a
former preface may be here quoted :

"
Regarding the inestimable value of

a UNIFORM MANUAL MOVEMENT little need be said. Writing
consisting of a medley of inharmonious symbols, demanding a constant

and instantaneims change of movement, and presenting a tumultuous

array of straight lines, circles, semi-circles, quadrants, ovals, and hooks
traced in every possible direction., causes by its abrupt and rapid diversity
of manual effort a severe strain on hand, nerve, and brain, especially

distressing when the writing is rapid and the effort prolonged. And
this has been the bane of English shorthand, for which practice prac-
tice, persistent, patient, long-suffering practice has been the only
antidote ; nor antidote can it be called, for the physical strain and

fatigue of such writing, arises from a physiological natural law, and
remains the bitter cup even of the most expert." It may be added that

tracing geometric forms in ever varying directions, and with a constant

change of manual movement, corresponds more to the process of drawing
than to that of writing. The advantage of connecting vowels and
consonant* in natural order needs no exposition, such a principle being
really much more necessary in shorthand than in longhand. Indeed,
we do not hesitate to affirm that the shorthand that in practical work
discards vowels is an outrage against common sense, and a treason against

eye, ear, hand, and brain.

(2) The simplicity of the system, that enables its principles to be acquired
within <tn average time outlay offrom 12 to 24- hours' study, as proved by
its published and thoroughly authenticated statistics (vide pamphlet).

(3) Ita unique code of contractions, yielding, it is confidently claimed,
an unparalleled general brevity of outliue, apart from the speed afforded

by the uniformity of manual movement. ( Vide Script Phonographic
Journal, 8 quarto pages, with Key to Shorthand, Id., per post,

(4) The harmonious division of the system into three grades, each grade com-

plete in jteelf, and marked by its own special features and degree of

abbreviating power the system, as a whole, representing an arrangement
and application of stenographic material capable of supplying all varieties

of individual requirements.

Script Phonography has been singularly free from change. In
the present revised edition, however, some few improvements and
additions are introduced, which, without interfering practically
with the writing in the past, serve to render the system, as a

system, more powerful and complete.

SCRIPT PHONOGRAPHY COMPANY, LIMITED,
HEAD OFFICR 418 ST. VINCENT STREET, GLASGOW.

& Particulars regarding Schools of the System and Terms for Tuition,
<fec., sent on receipt of Stamped Envelope.

Students are requested to send their Names and Addresses to the Company's
Office, 41% St. Vincent Street, Glasgow, to enable them to receive notices on matters

of interest and importance, which the publishers ftave occasion to issue from time

to time.



SCRIPT PHONOGRAPHIC ALPHABET.

(The Alphabet is best learned in Sections as given in the Lessons.

All letters traced upwards are marked "
up")

pbtdfvkgch (hard) ch (soft) j h
, as In "Loch"

m

up up up

ah zh

(not used in prac-
tice, being denoted
by "h" thickened.)

wh th th kw
(M in "thin") (as in " thine ")

^ -, ^ -S
up

gw

up

Ilk

up up



LESSON I.

We will take for our first lesson all the single consonants repre-

sented by straight lines, and all the vowels denoted by the circle or

oval, viz. :

(down) (up)

P, b t, d, r, I,

ah, as in bat, o o

ti bar, 6

it bate, o

au, as in 606, O t/

o<[ au, ii bald,O 6

o, ii bold,O O

You see "p" and " b" are denoted by downward oblique strokes

differing in size. We need not make a hard and fust rule about the

proportions to be observed between these two letters, but care should

be taken to keep them, and all other pairs of letters distinguished

by size, in striking contrast with each other, and the best way to

effect this is to mind the small-nzed letters, and be careful to keep
them small, and the large-sized letters will, as it were, take care of

themselves. It is quite clear, for example, that if you make the

"p'j stroke large, you will have to make the "b" stroke propor-

tionally larger, to preserve that contrast which the eye can at once

recognise, thus leading to a large, clumsy style of writing, and

consequent loss of speed; whereas if the "p" stroke be made small,

say of an inch, its cognate letter "b" may be traced proportion-

ally small, and yet the necessary contrast in size preserved. It is

useful to observe the analogy which exists between the downward

straight strokes representing our short hand signs for "
p,"

"
b,"

and the downward strokes which form so large au element of the

corresponding longhand letters; and, again, that "b," the soft or

long sounded letter, is denoted by the long stroke, and "p," the

,

shorter or more abrupt sound, by the shwter stroke.

Coming now to "t" and "d," we find them represented by two
strokes of unequal length, and traced almost in a horizontal position.

Indeed, they may be regarded as horizontal lines thrown slightly
out of the horizontal position by the oblique character of the script

writing, with which purely horizontal strokes would scarcely be in

harmony; but it is needless to add that the accident of tracing
them exactly horizontal would in no way affect their legibility. The
short stroke by which longhand

" t" is usually crossed will suggest
our shorthand "

t."

Our nex,t pair of letters are " r" and "
1," denoted by two upward

strokes of unequal length, the stroke for
" r" being the short stroke,

because next to "s" it is the most frequent consonant in the

language, and the less time, therefore, occupied in tracing it the

greater the general speed, ,-of writing. We have, moreover, the

analogy that in longhand "1" is a long and "r" a short letter. You
will note as another advantage that there is no particular angle or

decree Of 8l<>pe to be aimed at, the strokes being merely struck



well upward, allowing the fingers their natural freedom of action.

Being always traced upwards, "r" and "P'are quite distinguish-
able from "

p" and "b," which are always traced downward,

Remember that the ordinary spelling of words is not followed,

every word being written as it is pronounced thus, "boat"
would be written " b 5 1." <fec.

We shall now take a glance at the signs for some of the vowels;
but first a word regarding the plan of the vowel table generally,
the arrangement of which happens to be one of the distinctivefeatures

of this system. If you turn to the Alphabet you will observe that

the vowels are divided into four groups or families, each group
consisting of three vowels bound together by an affinity or relation-

ship of sound. Thus, we call the first group the " a" group,

consisting of the short sound of " a
"

as in "
bat," the medium

sound of " a" as in "
bar," and the long sound of " a

"
as in " bate."

These three sounds are represented by the same symbol namely,
a small circle or oval, as convenient, a dot being placed above the

circle or oval when it stands for the medium sound, as in "bar,"
and beneath the circle or oval when it represents the long sound,
as in "bate." In practice, however, these dots are never used
unless in writing some unfamiliar proper name, for it is almost idle

to inform any intelligent student that, with the context before him,
he could have no difficulty in deciding which of the three sounds
was intended, or, rather, which of the two, as, for all practical pur-

poses, the sounds of " a" in " bat
" and "

a
"

in " bar" may be
taken as one, and, consequently, your small circle or oval, without
the distinguishing dot, will always denote one of the two sounds,
" ak "

or "
eh." This explanation applies to the next group or

family, which we call the "o" group, consisting, as before, of three
related sounds the short, sound, as in "bob;" the medium, as in

"bald;" and the long sound,' as in "bold" all represented by the
same symbol namely, a large circle or oval, distinguishing dots

being available for theoretical distinction, and the three sounds
thus grouped being likewise practically reducible to two namely,
" an " and "o." We have here another analogy which is worth

observing as a memory aid namely, that the lesser sounds of

"ah," "eh," are denoted by the smaller circle or oval, and the

greater sounds of " au " and " 5
''

by the larger circle or oval.

We will now proceed to construct words by these few letters
;

but you will remember that in this grade you are dealing only with
the elements of the system, the resources of which, in point of

brevity, will be developed in the subsequent grades. It is necessary
you should be made thoroughly acquainted with the elementary
forms in all their fulness of outline, in order the more easily to

understand, and the more readily to apply, the principles of

abbreviation unfolded in the more advanced sections.



EXERCISE I.

RULE. All circles and ovals combined with straight lines are

traced in the same direction as the hands of a witch move,
but coming between two straight linesforming an angle at

their point ofjunction, they are placed outside the angle.

Cover the Shorthand outlines with your paper as you go down the columns,
and afterwards check your work with the outlines given.

Aid, (ehd), r



Lay, (leh),
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Before proceeding further you will find yourself able, by means
of the tV'w signs you have learned, to write many a simple sentence,

such as the following, using as special abbreviations'* a dot -

f..r the article
" a

"
or "an," and the letter "t" - for "to"

and "the."

NOTE. Cover the Shorthand with your paper, and afterwards compare your
tracings with, the outlines yiri n. \Vnrds for which special forms are

provided are in italics. In practice, a full stop is best denoted by a
wide space between the sentences, but for the purposes of Corres-

pondence a mark is used which may be best explained as the sign for
"
t," intersected by the sign for "p."

Bob bought the tarred boat. The old bard told the tale.

-^- _ -/ <y- - f> X"~ ~<f'

The bad lad railed at the old lord. The ape dropped a

raw apple at the table. The rat tore the braid. Tap at

the door. Lay the trap at the plate. Paul paid the rate late.

* The system is practically free from arbitrary grammalogues, the vast

majority of the abbreviations for small constantly occurring words, such as the

above, being provided by the ordinary rules of contraction, to be learned here-

after.

LESSON II.

m, k, g, I in "bit"; S iu "bet"; ee in "beat."

s~> " ' C/ -7 -7 ^7

You will notice that " m "
is denoted by a shallow inclined

arch, which you will easily remember by its analogy to the top of

one of the arches of the large longhand "m" in children's copy

books thus "^>
.

" K "
is denoted by a shallow, curve the

reverse of "
m," and is analagous to the curve or tail with which

the capital "k" in longhand usually terminates thus /&,- ;

whilo the sign for "g" is a curve twice as deep as it is wide, a

similar curve being found in the capital longhand "g" thus '& L

Remember we have only one "g" that is "g" hard, as in "go,"
"get," "gig," <tc. For "g" soft, as in "gentlemen," we would use

the letter "j."
The next sign is the upward hook denoting the "e" group

of vowels, consisting, as before, of three related sounds; the

-short being that of "I "-in "bit," the medium being that of

"6" in "bet," and the long being that of "ee" iu ""teat," the



three sounds being all denoted by the same hook, but theoretically

distinguished by a dot being placed above the hook for the medium
sound "

S," and beneath for the long sound "
ee." You will easily

remember the sounds which this hook represents by repeating

frequently the words "
bit,"

"
bet,"

"
beat," and be careful to note

that the "!" in "bit" is very different from the "1" in "bite,"
the former being merely the shortest sound of our "e" group,
while the latter is one of our diphthongs, which you will be study-

ing presently. By the way, if you cut off the top of longhand "e,"

you have our hook sign for the "e" group thus

EXERCISE II.

Note carefully the following simple principles for regulating the

position of ovals or circles combined with curved consonants :

1. Usual position, inside the curve, as *-> -^ , /*^ -*->

2. between two curves, forming an angle at point ofjunction, outside

the angle, as -^->

3. Where no angle is formed, inside second curve, as --^

Am, (ah m), <r-?

Ache, eh k, ^

Balm, bahm, S->

Beam, b ee m, A--:

/-,

Barm, bahrm/

Balk, b au k, Q,

Bog, b au g, /

Beg, b6g,

Big, (big), ^

Beck, bek, ^

Beak, beek, ^

Bag, bahg, /

Back, bahk, ^

Bake, behk,

Black, Bl ahk,/*

Block, blauk,

Blame, (blehm),

Blacker, blahk6r,/

Broke, br5k,

Brick, brlk,

Brag, brahg,

Brig, brig,

Brim, brim,

Brogue, brSg, t/





Lark, lahrk,

Lake, lehk, /

Lock, lauk,

Lick, lik.

Leap, leep,

Lag, lahg,

Leg, leg,

Lit, lit,

Log, laug,

Lamb, lahm,/

Lame, lehm, /
'

Limb, llm,

Lead, leed, /

Leer, leer,

Leak, leek,

11

Mail, (mehl),

Mop, maup, /a

Mope, mop, ^

Map, mahp, -y

Meet, meet, x-^

Malt, mault,

Mold, mold,

Mole, mol,

Mart, mahrt, x

Mar, mahr.

Mark, mahrk, .

Marry,

Meal, meel,

Meek, meek, ^H

Palm, (pahm),yS

Poke, pok,

Pick, plk,

Pig, Pig,

Peel, peel,

Peer, peer,

Peat, peet,

Plead, pleed,

Pack, pahk,

! Park, pahrk,

Pert, p6rt,

Pad, pahd,

Pit, pit,

Pill, pll,

Middle, mldl, '-'_/ Pelt, pelt, A/



Rack, (rahk), <

Rake, rehk, ^~-

Rock, rauk, -s

Rag, rahg, ^

R'g, rig,

Ram, rahm, X~>

Romp, raump,/

Roam, rOm,

Ream, reera, x*

Read, reed, /*

19

Red, (r6d),

Rid, rid,

Reap, reep,

Rib, rlh,

Reel, reel, x

Tame, tehm,-,,

Team, teem, ._>

Tack, tahk, -<

Talk, tauk, _

Tick, ttk,

Tag, (tahg), ^
Tig, tig, _^

Tear, teer, -^/

Trim, trim, _-^

Treat, treet, ^

Trip, trip,

Wreck, r6k, /C

Wrap, rahp, V

Writ, rlt, x2-

Wreak, reek, ^^

REVISION EXERCISE ON POSITION OF CIRCLE OR OVAL.

I Between straight lines forming an angle:

POSITION OUTSIDE THE ANGLE.

Tale, */ Dab, Laid,

Bat, s Pat, * Tare, -* Dale, ? Late, x

Bail,/ Pail,/ Tape, ^ Dare,^ Lop, X*V
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II. Where no angle is formed :

RULE Trace in accordance WITH MOVEMENT OF THE HANDS OF A
WATCH.

^

Ode, Ore, <6

Toe, -o Row,

Toad, -a Low,

III. Attached to curves :

POSITION INSIDE THE CURVE.

/f~*
Am, <r~> Oak, J2x Dome, ^5-5 Care, -^^ Lame,/

May, /-3> Rome,^ Back, ^ Gale, dX Poke, ^

Lore,
/



H

SENTENCES.
SPECIAL ABBREVIATIONS.

Be /
Of, (the sign for the vowel " au ") ;

'
(b)

fi

me - (m) ; I, (ah).

The Lord adopted the little lad. Take care of bad temper.

Bob made a great error. Kate made a cake. Tom caught

/s- x-
>^o_ / / ^s

a. bad cold at the lake. Pack the bag, take it to the

cab. The people applauded the able doctor. The black cat

caught a big rat. Let me tell a droll tale. Paul wrote a

letter to *A board. 7*A better the day *fo better <A deed.

/ read the paper to-day. Keep it till / call The lame lad

brought back the pet dog to me. I dropped the card at the

door. 7 bought a load o/ coal to day. Get me a bit of red tape.

-rfo <X
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SCRIPT SHORTHAND SOCIETY
OF

GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND.

The particular attention of students and writers of Script

Shorthand is invited to this Society, established for the propaga-

tion of Shorthand on the Script method, and encouraging its

members, by the granting of diplomas, special prizes, &c., in

acquiring the highest proficiency in the art. The following extract

from the Rules will sufficiently show the practical basis upon

which the Society is constituted, and the important advantages of

being connected with it ;

The Society consists of

(a) ASSOCIATES, who must have a knowledge of Script

Shorthand, or be studying its principles.

(b) MEMBERS, who must be qualified writers, at a speed

of not less than 60 words per minute.

(c) AMANUENSES, capable of writing 90 words per minute.

(d
* FELLOWS, who must write at least 120 words per

minute.

The following is taken from the Script Phonographic Journal

for January, 1888 :
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The attention of students of Script Phonography is requested

to the series of diplomas issued under the seal of the Script Short-

hand. Society of Great Britain and Ireland. Candidates are

required to give strict proofs of proficiency, in accordance with

certain regulations, which make ample provision for students in

districts removed from local centres. The diplomas are obtainable

at any time, and are a uniform size of about 11^x15 inches, and

printed on parchment paper. The design is as unique as it is

appropriate. Wisdom and Science, represented by classical female

figures, suspend a laurel crown over a monumental tablet bearing

the official inscription conferring the degree, while beneath rims

the fitting motto ' Sic scientia et sapientia industriam coronant
'

('thus Science and Wisdom crown industry'). The different

classes of diplomas are distinguished by degrees of decoration,

which increase according to rank. Application forms and all

particulars may be had from the Secretary."

In addition to other advantages, the members of the Society

receive free reports of the progress of the movement, and of im-

provements in or additions to the system, and other matters of

interest The funds are not appropriated by any company or

individual, but are devoted solely to the objects for which the

Society was founded.

For full particulars, apply, enclosing stamped envelope, to

The Secretary, SCRIPT SHORTHAND SOCIKTY,

413 ST. VINCENT STBKKT, GLASGOW.

er NOTE. Communications, relating to above Society, should be

addressed to the Secretary of the Script Shorthand

Society, who is an official quite distinct from the

Secretary of the Script Phonography Co. Limited.



LESSON III.

f v ch, hard ch, soft j uh ti& od

(as in "
loch."j (as iu "chujrcl>."J (as in "bnn.")( as in "hull.") (a* in "

boon.")

If you pronounce "fast" "vast," "fail" "vale," "define,"

"divine," you will notice how closely "f" and "v" are related in

sound; and similai'ly the pronunciation of "char" "jar," "rich"
"
ridge," will show the close relationship of "ch" and "j." Hence

these pairs of letters are denoted by downward curves of the same

character, the longer curve being allotted in each case to the soft or

long sounded letter. You will observe, with interest, that the

capitals for "
f
" and " v "

ia longhand have curves aualagous to

our shorthand signs thus, '*?' ..s" ; and, again, that the

curve of the " c
"

in the longhand
" ch

"
suggests our shorthand

sign thus, "& C In the practical tracing of "f" and "v,"

the curvature is , chiefly formed at the top or commencement of the

sign thus, J - By observing this, you will avoid the accident,

in rapid writing, of tracing these curves too much like straight lines,

or having all the curvature for the end, which may result in awk-

ward joinings.

The sign given above for " ch "
hard, as in loch, is simply the

sign for "
k," intersected by a short stroke, indeed, there is hardly

any need for a separate sign for this sound, as it is very rare, and

belongs rather to the Gaelic than the English tongue. It is here

introduced, however, chiefly to provide for the exact writing of

Gaelic proper names.

Our remaining sign is the downward hook used as the symbol
for the " oo group of vowels," which, as before, consists of three

related sounds
;
the short sound being

" uh "
as heard in "

bun,"

the medium sound being
" 66 "

as heard in "
bull," and the long

sound being "60" as heard in "boon," dots being available for

theoretical distinction
;
and the three sounds being again practically

resolvable into two, viz. :
" uh " and " oo." The analogy in form

of this hook symbol for " oo "
to the longhand

" u "
is apparent.



EXERCISE Mi.

Abaft, (ahbahft),y
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20

Broom, (broom), /^->
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SENTENCES.
SPECIAL ABBREVIATIONS.

That -r, (tah), could ^*> (koo), good (^ (goo), can -
(k), for ^ (fau).

After that the chief pleader gave up the brief. Jack took it to be

a joke. Fate gave the brave leader the retreat of a cave by the

. C+ J- <J - 4 S~~*' - /^~~ o . y / -
beach. Pull it up by the root. / got the book attached to a raft

below <Ae bridge. It can be proved by the letter Tom wrote. Paul

made a good match. Make room for the judge. A large body of

s-> . d> s~)~ y s-*^ ^~> o> - 6~ y . /Y c?^ O

people came to the Church that day. Take back the draft. / left late.

/^^, __^^x^, ^- o /2 /^

LESSON IV.
DIPHTHONGS.

h n s z I oi ow u

-j ( s> (7> e is

down. up. down. down.

Our sign for " h "
is a very small curve traced downwards, and

always in the direction of the movement of the hands of a watch
;

while " n "
is denoted by a similar curve traced upwards, in accord-

ance also with the watch movement, except, for the sake of

distinctness, in a few cases which shall be noticed as they occur.

The same curve traced downwards in the opposite direction to tlie

watch movement gives us our sign for "s" or "z" (soft s), a dot

being available for theoretical distinction. You will see that the

Shorthand sign for "n" is part of the Shorthand sign for "m,"

just as longhand
" n "

is part of longhand
"
m," and that the

downward curve for " s
"

is analagous to the first downward curve

of an ordinary
"
s "thus -f . Before proceeding to the

study of the diphthongs it will be best to put this little curve at
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once into practical use in the following exercises, so that you may

thoroughly understand its various applications. You will find

presently, however, when you niter the second grade of the

system, that in its application to the letters
"

s,"
"

z," it may

practically be dispensed with, under a powerful contraction by
which "

s," "z," are indicated by thickening :

Hell, (hel),

Knelt, nSl, r^

Sell, sSl,

Hack, hahk,

Knack, nahk,

Sack, sahk,

*
It is sometimes erroneously supposed that the downward curves ' '

are inconsistent with the Script principle. This error arises from confounding

these forms with the straight back stroke. \ The downward curves i <>

are prevailing elements in our common longhand, entering largely into the

structure and joinings of many letters thus ^-- ^
We now come to the diphthongs. We presume it is unnecessary

to remind you here that a diphthong is the union of two vowels.

Well, our signs for the diphthongs are simply the union of the si</w

for the vowels tJiat make up the diphthongs. Thus, for example, it is

found that the diphthong
"

I," as in "
bite," is simply a combina-

tion of the sounds "ah" and "ee." In other words, if you

pronounce
" ah " and " ee

"
rapidly together with one impulse of the

breath, and ao as to produce, as it were, one sound, you will find the

sound thus produced to be equivalent to "
I "thus, "ahee" =

"
i." Hence to represent

"
I
" we have only to combine the sign

for " ah "
(the small circle or oval <?

) with the sign for " ee
"

(the upward hook *
) thus, 1 = *^(ah~ee). In the same way the

diphthong
"
oi," as in "

boil," is a combination of the sounds " au "

and "ee," and, hence, we get the sign. for
" oi

"
by joining the sign

Hail, (hehl), / *
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for " au "
(the large circle or oval o O

)
to the sign for " ee

"

(the upward hook -?
) thus,

" oi
" = <3 <f (aifee). The difference,

therefore, between the signs for "
I
" and " oi

"
is simply that the

small circle or oval is employed in the one case, and the large circle

or oval in the other. Compare
"

tile
" -**^ and "

toil," -&>/
"
buy

" J and "
boy

" a/ , The diphthong
"
ow," as

in "
bowed," is the union of the sounds " ah " and "

oo," and is

denoted, therefore, by the union of the small circle or oval repre-

senting
"
ah," with the downward hook representing

" oo "thus,

ow = & (ah oo), as in " bowed "
(b'ah 06 d), ^ " cow "

(k aTToo), ^~& . Lastly, the diphthong
"
u," as in "

beauty,"

is a rapid combination of the sounds " ee
" and "

oo," and is, there-

fore, the union of the signs for these vowel sounds thus,

u = "-z-
(elToo), as "

beauty
"
(belfoS t

1), /(^ mute (me^oo't), ^~ns-

SUMMARISED TABLE OF DIPHTHONGS.
"

I," as in " bite
" =

(ah ee),
"
oi," as in "

boy
" =

(au ee),

"ow," as in "bow," = (ah oo),
&

"
u," as in " few " =

(ee oo), is

EXERCISE IV.



Boons, (boons),* <

Band, bahnd,*

Dines, dins, v

Daunt, daunt,* __^

Deans, cleens, __-,

Fines, fins, J^

Safe, sehf, y

Save, sehv, r

Sift, sift,

Search, sfirch, frf

Sword, sord, </~~

.'I

Peigned,

(fehnd),*

Fond, faund,*

Gains, gehns, (j

Gin, jin, C-

Guns, guh n s,*

Lends, I6nds,t

Lined, (lind),t

Mends, mends,!

Minds, minds,f

Moans, mons,

Mans, mahns,

Vain, vehn,*

Sold, sold,

Sends, s2nds,

Simple, sim pi,

Signs, sins,

Seems, seems,

Sully, suhll,

Sulks, suhlks,

Sorts, saurts,

Sad, sahd,

Sane, sehn,

i

Allied, ah lid, f

Allow, ah low, s

Afloy, ahloi, s

Anew, ahnu,

Avoid, ah void,

Bile, bil,

Boil, boil,

Broil, broil,

Bites, bits,

Bright, brit,

Binds, binds,

Bribe, brlb, A
* " N "

is traced in tlw opposite direction to tfte watch movement for distinct-

ness of outline, after upstrokes, as
" bun "

,
in certain cases before "

t
"
or

(band) (banter), and in writing
"

fain,
"

"fan," "vain,"
" van."

t In outlines of this class the letter
" n "

is denoted ui practice with great

facility by bimply striking the "
t
"
or " d

"
from the top of the hook. . Compare

" bend "
&** and "

beatl," *- " mend " -or and "
meat," ^>-

" lend
" / and ''

lead," X^
2"



Bride, (brid),

Bowed, bowd,

Brow, brow, /*

Bower, bow8r, ,/

Beauty, butT, A^>

Dire, dlr, _-^

Dive, dlv,

Doubt, dowt, &-

Dowry, dowri,

Due, du,

Entire, Sntir,
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Fires, (firs),

Files, flls,

Foils, foils, ^

Foible, foibl, ^

Few, fu,

Fumes, fums, J^-

Fury, furl, ^

Fewer, fuSr,

Gown, gown,

Dupe, dup, .

'Y Hire, hlr,

Hide, hid,

Cows, kows,

Loud, (lowd),

Mute, mut,

Mule, mul,

Might, mlt,

Mire, mir,

Proud, prowd, .

Pew, pu,

Pewter, puter

Plough, plow,

Soils, soils,

Sour, sowr,

Sire, sir,

How

SENTENCES.
SPECIAL ABBREVIATIONS.

(ow), he (h), in (n), and "*
"

(nd), make (mk).

Happy homes make joyous hearts. How frail tfie flower of

Ijeauty, how brief the triumph of fame ! The light died

-> ^ Jf - ^n o ^~>^- -
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out and the guns soon became silent. The pride of power

sat on a haughty brow, and fed the fires of a vain and

^ & . c^ A r- S - J< O . J r-

narrow mind. / drew near to hear the seer. The Doctor

<* s?, ^ o S* ^ - Jy ^ /*>,* __ -d
said he knew of no means of cure, and he feared the child

sC- s r^ O fO s->rr O ^sz/ / > ^" - <v

could not get better. In him he found a true friend.

LESSON V.

sh zh th th w y wh kw gw nk ng
(In "thin.") (in "thine.")

This lesson includes the signs for those compound sounds

formed by the union of two consonants. The elementary sign for

" sh "
consists simply of the union of the signs for "

s
" and "

h,'

as in "
sheep," f ;

the sign for " zh "
being the same, with a

dot for theoretical distinction. You will, however, never have

occasion to use this form,
"
sh,"

"
zh," being in practice denoted

simply by a thickened " h "
thus, s

; you will not, therefore, be

asked to write the elementary form even in this first grade. The

thickened " h " will be more fully explained further on. The

combination " th
"

in English has two sounds, one what we

may call the short sound heard in "
bath," and the other the long

sound heard in " bathe." Now to denote the short or sharp sound

you have only to join
" h "

to " t
"

thus,
" bath ;" while for

the flat or long sound, you join
" h "

to " d "
thus,

"
bathe," J~?

because in the former case the sound approaches to that of " t
"

(compare "bat" and "bath"), while in the latter, it is softened to

approach that of "d" (compare "bathe" and "behd"); you will

presently find, however, that in practice the " h "
may be

dispensed with. Our next letters are " w " and "
y." You

will observe that the sign given for " w "
is simply the little

hook, which you have already learned as the sign for the vowel



" oo
"

(see Lesson III.), because " oo
"

followed by, and forming
one syllable with another vowel is equivalent to " w "

thus,
" ooau t e r

" 9^ = "
water,"

" ooee p
"

<?
= "

weep,"

and in the same way the vowel " ee"followed by, andforming one

syllable with another vowel gives us "
y

"
as,

" e~ard
"

#^~~

=
'"yard,"

"
e~5ut," ^- =" yacht." We arrive at the sign

for " wh "
by simply joining the signs for the two letters, except

that we write the " A "
first, because it is really sounded first, as

you will see by pronouncing the words "
what,"

"
whip,"

"
where,"

thus, "h "ooau t" &~ "h^oTp" *7 "hocTehr" iS

In all these cases the " h "
is breathed out, as it were, before the

"
w," and, hence, following phonetic principles, we write it first. We

now come to the compounds
"
kw,"

"
gw,"

"
nk,"

"
ng," for which,

for the sake of brevity, we provide you with special signs that is

to say, instead of writing
" kw "

by joining the sign for " k "
to the

sign for " w "
thus, ^ we use a special sign in the shape

of a curve traced upwards thus as "
quail

" = ^

(k w eh
1),

"
quake

"
(k w eh k),

" gw
"
being the same sign

enlarged, just as "
g
"

is distinguished from " k." In the same way,
instead of denoting

" nk "
by *-' we use an upward curve thus, ^

11

ng
"
being the same curve enlarged. You will require to note

that " nk "
is used for the combination "

ngk
"

thus " bank "

pronounced
" b ah n g k," is represented by

" b ah n k."

With this lesson we exhaust the alphabet and its application

to elementary writing, as presented in our first grade, which,

however, you are not recommended to dwell upon longer than is

necessary, to enable you to acquire a readiness in the tracing
of the letters of the alphabet, and a thorough knowledge of the

principles upon which these elementary outlines are constructed.

Shame, (shehm), <.

Shop, shaup,

Sheep, sheep,

Shaggy, sliahgi,

EXERCISE V.



Bathe, behdh,

Breathe, breedh,/r*-3>

Path, pahth, ^

Wrath, rahth, S?

Wreath, reeth, /*^

Wreathe, reedh, ^"^7

Pith, pith, ^

Thick, thlk, -^

Thin, thTn,

Theme, theem, -j^

Whack, hooahk,^
1-

Whale, hooehl, ^

Whip, hoolp,

Whet, hooSt,
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Wake, (ooehk), c*-s

Wail, ooehl, <*

Weep, ooeep, f

Waif, ooehf, f

Wave, ooehv, s.

Weld, ooSld, ^
Widow, ooido,

Weak, ooeek, ^

Ware, ooehr, #.

War, ooaur,* ^

Wall, ooaul,*

Well, oo6l,

Wed, (ood), ,4^.

Wipe, oo Ip,

Wit, oolt,

Wag, ooahg, ^

Wait, ooeht, i*r

Wade, ooehd, ^*-^

JL 6t/j 66 ctj ^>T^-

Yawn, eeaun, n-

Yoke, eeok, ^

Yell, ee8l,

Yard, eeahrd,

Yacht, eeaut,

Wheel, hooeel,

When, hoo6n,

Where, hooehr, v

Quack, kwahk,

Quake, kwehk,

Quail, kwehl,

Quaint, kwehnt,

Quit, kwlt,

* When the large oval or circle cornea between " w "
and "

r
"

or "
1," au it

is not practicable to place it iniide the hook representing
"
w," it is placed

immediately over the "w"
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Queen, (kween), ^/



Soil, (soil),

Tile, til,

Toil, toil,

Loud, lowd,

Sour, sowr,

Mute, mut,

Shape, (shehp), ^

Lash, lahsh,

Path, pahth, ^

Breathe,

breedh,

Wore, oo or,

Yearn, eeSfn,

Whale, (hooehl),

Quote, kwot,

Sang, sahng,

Rank, rahnk,

Twinkle, tooTnkl,

Sanguine,

sahnggwln,
(see Note "

d," Page 33).

SENTENCES.
SPECIAL ABBREVIATIONS.

Will X
(1),

than -*- (tahn), thought -ry (taut),

We, (c), you ^
(oo), thy -

(ti), though -o (to),

Year, ^
(eer), there -

(tr), when '

(oon), her x
(hr).

shining shell washed fty <Ae wave <o the shore yields a

fitting theme for thought and study. The whale will not

it the ship when Jier young is caught, but will hang

^ ft- i/^~
f> ^9^ y^~

round it till she is taken captive. Yes, / am a year

*- -^ >*
f> -<^r- ^. S

sjy
e <r-> . 'S

older than you. Time a?i tide wait /or no man. We

know t)ie want o/" water w)ien the well is dry.

*> ^ o
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THE PEN.
1

Fame, honour, haug U(>on thy v:iU ; heart breathes to heart tho' severed wide ;

"4 ^^ *^ ^ -*> XX J^~ /"^ - S~~ -, 6 ^n

Thought lives immortal thro' tk-e quill, and there the fires of genius glide.'

tr

GRADE II.

LESSON VI.

We now commence the study of the principles by which the

great brevity of outline which marks the system is arrived at.

For the sake of order and reference, these principles are set forth in

a series of numbered articles, or laws of abbreviation, commencing
with rules for the omission of certain vowels

;
for although the

" insertion ofvowels
" forms a feature of the system, yet to insert all

vowels under all circumstances would be carrying the principle to

excess. By the following rules, however, the balance is held

between the bigoted insertion of all vowels on the one hand, and
the disastrous omission of all vowels on the other :

ARTICLE I. OMISSION OF VOWELS.

(a) i ande (short) occurring in the body ofwords may be omittedfrom
the shorthand outlines, unless when preceded andfollowed by

"
8."

EXAMPLES.

Bid, \ / Rid, \
Bed,/

'

Red,/

Mit, \ ^ Lit,"k

MetJ Let,/

Lid, \ /" Knit, "4
_/-

Led,/
'

Net, /

NOTE. It will encourage you to note that the effect of this rule is to

increase rather than to interfere with legibility, for had there been no such rule,

and the vowel inserted as in Grade I., the reader would have to select one of

three vowels according to context viz., I, 8, or e
;

but the omission of the

vowel, under the rule, limits the selection to one of the two ornittable vowels

viz., I, 8
; and, on the other hand, if this hook vowel be inserted in the body of

an outline, it will, by the above rule, only mean e (long).

(b) In addition to "I" and "," any minor vowel slightly sounded,
or rapidly passed over, may generally be omitted in words of
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more than one syllable, as "
buoyant

" ~
(b oi'nt),

"regulate," -/ (rg'l eh t), "handsome," ^-. (hans'm).

This principle applies specially to cases of two or more vowels

coming together when only the principal vowel need be written,
as in the following examples:

create, ,_/*" (kreht); royal, (roil); area, <S (ehra);

denial, (d(e)nll); diary, -*>'" (dirl); pliant,^^ (pll nt).

From this we derive the very useful contraction of denoting
the diphthong

" u "
in practice simply by the vowel "

oo," as

follows:

beauty,/' (boot I); mute, ^/- (moot); cure, ^
(koor).

few, / (foo); mule, s-j/ (mool); cute, v_x/- (koot).

tune, ^s (toon); due, -~ (doo); dupe, y (doop).

(c)
" Uh " and " ow "

may be omitted in the body of outlines

before "
n,"

"
nk,"

"
ng."

Bun,
(buh n),

Run,

. /
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ARTICLE II. OMISSION 'OF CONSONANTS.

(a) It is scarcely necessary to say that letters that are silent, or

nearly so, are omittable. Thus "
d,"

"
t," are sometimes omittable

after "n," as "frenly" for "friendly," "presenly" for "presently."
In the same way "d" is omittable before "ji" and "t" before "ch,"
as "bahj" for "

badge," and "mahch" for "match."

EXAMPLES.

Handsome /-,- Adjourn^ (ajuhrn), Catch y (kahch),

(hansm),

Amendment f-r^^ Adjure fr (ajoor), Patchy (pahch),

(am(g)nm(e)nt),

Midge ^3 Ledge /[ 0(^)J) Wedge^ (
W 8j).

(m(i)j), (
(

____ (

(b) It is also the practice to omit " d "
in the body of words

before "m" and "v," there being a tendency in such cases to slur

over the "d."

EXAMPLES.
Admit -_

(am(i)t), Admire ^^ (amir), Advent ^- (av(g)nt).

(c) The combination "
th," as in "

bath," is in practice repre-
sented by "t," and "dh," as in "bathe," by "d." (See Lesson V.,

p. 26.)

EXAMPLES.

Bath,/ (baht), Threat -^
(tr(g;t), Thought -^7- (taut),

(pah t), Think -/~
(t(I)nk), Thief -^ (teef),

Bathed (behd), Thank -/^" (tahnk), Thrash -^
(trahsh),

Breath ^-(br(S)t), Theme -^> (teem), Width ^
(wldt).

(d) In practice the upward curve "
gw

"
is not used although

introduced into the Alphabet for the sake of theoretical complete-
ness. The words into which it phonetically enters are few, and can
be effectively and more conveniently denoted by close approximates.
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Thus, in the present grade, we write "langid," / for "languid";

"
langr,"/"* for "

languor." You will find a further contraction

applicable to these words in Grade III.

ARTICLE III. INDICATION OF "S, Z" BY
THICKENING.

We now come to a contraction which forms one of the leading

features of the system, and to which the following remarks, taken

from the Script Phonographic Journal for October, 1889, will serve

as an appropriate introduction :

"
It is said that few things strike the foreigner more forcibly on hearing the

English language spoken than the sustained hissing sound which marks the

speaker's utterances. This, it is hardly necessary to remark, is due to the extra-

ordinary frequency of the letter
'

s,' which may be likened to a constant thread

pervading as it were the whole tissue of our language. It is not, therefore, by
any means surprising that the representation of this letter has ever proved one
of the problems of shorthand inventors, as it is also one of the most interesting
features in the history of the art. In one set of systems we find the elementary
alphabetical sign for '

s
'

largely superseded in practice by some much more facile

and contracted form, such as the circle or loop. In another set of systems the

alphabetical character for 's' is supplemented by special signs for the 's* com-

pounds, such as 'sp,'
'

st,' *ts,' 'sm,' 'sk,' 'si' Indeed, the collective experi-
ence and wisdom of the modern shorthand world would seem to recognize some
form of exceptional treatment for the letter

'

s
'

as one of the fixed laws of any
practical shorthand with the least pretentious to the performance of the higher
functions of stenography. This brings us to the consideration of the method

adopted in Script Phonography. The art of shorthand is truly, as Lord Rosebery
described it,

' a lithe and noble art,' and as such it involves, and in its higher

forms must ever involve more or less subtlety of principle and delicacy of

manipulation. In this way the distinction" of thick and thin strokes presents
itself as a legitimate part of the comparatively small store of material at the

disposal of the shorthand inventor ; but, like all other principles, it may be well

or ill laid out. It may be used merely as a distinction between one letter and
another, or applied for the purpose of adding some frequent letter. In the former

case, we hold the process to be a decided disadvantage ; in the latter, a decided
source of power. Thickening a '

p
' and calling it

' b '

is a very different matter
from thickening a 'p' and calling it

'

sp,
1

which is just what is done in Script
Phonography ;

'
s

'

or its cognate
'
z

'

(soft
'
s ') being added to a letter by

hading or thickening it, the alphabet, however, at the same time containing a

special sign for
'

s,' for use in the more elementary writing, &c. Here truly is

A maximum of gain with a minimum of outlay. Two letters are denoted by a

single stroke, and the extension and complication of outline, which the constant
introduction of the incessant '

s
' would entail is avoided. The coalescent nature

of 's,' the way in which it blends with the spoken sounds, apart from its

frequency, marks it as being pre-emintly the suitable letter for this form of

contraction, and lends to the arrangement in Script Phonography an obvious
naturalness."

To this we may add that the philosophic fitness of making a thickened

ign represent two letters, finds a further confirmation in the consideration that
it is in effect like writing or placing one line on or over another. You are

presented with the principle not of course as an essential feature of the writing,
but as a most simple, powerful, and well proved contraction which has won for the

system much of it* popularity and success. We will now see how it is applied in

practice.
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(a) THICKENED INITIAL VOWELS.

"*," or "z" (soft "s") is read before or after

any thickened initial vowel as context decides.
In applying this rule remember that it is not necessary to thicken

the whole sign. You have merely to apply the thickening to the

down stroke of the vowel, whether circle or hook, that is where it can
be applied with a minimum of time and effort and a maximum of

gain, thus

ltr sod<^~~ same <r~> seat ) J- sulk vsoul

east

(Arrow heads indicate where thickening commences.)

In reading such outlines as above, you have, of course, to decide

by the context, whether the "
s," "z" is to be read before or after the

shaded initial vowel; but this trifling appeal to the context is

rendered still more nominal by the very structure of our language,
which causes the "

s
"

to precede the vowel in about eleven out of
every twelve cases ; that is to say, we have about eleven words

beginning with "sa," "so," "se," &c., for one beginning with "as,"

"os," "es," <fcc.

EXAMPLES.
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(<r)
In the following few cases of monosyllables, consisting of

"
s,"

"
z," and a circle or loop vowel, a useful distinction is observed by

thickening downwards the left hand side of the vowel to prefix,

and the right hand side to affix
"

s,"
"

z," thus :

say, o as, so, ] owes,) ^
awes,/

(d) The following monosyllables, consisting of a vowel followed
and preceded by "s,'' are thus disposed of:

seas,

says, f saws,) /c> sees,

sows,/ seize,

cease,

sues,

() INITIAL DIPHTHONGS.

A diphthong being a sort of double form admits of the first part
or commencement of the sign being thickened to prefix

"
s,"

"
z," and

the second part or termination to affix "s,"
"

z," thus
"
eye

"
*> (diphthong without thickening).

*

"sigh'V? (thickening applied to first part or commencement),
"eyes

nt (thickening applied to second part or termination),
"size"** (thickening applied to both commencement and

termination).

EXAMPLES.

silent^/ sign,*^ cite, *-

soil, tfy sour,^ south,*^
Bee "

c," p. S3.

(f) THICKENED INITIAL CONSONANTS.

RULE. "S," Z" is read before OP after a thickened
initial consonant as context decides. Of course the "s"
usually precedes the consonant, thus affording a most effective

contraction for the frequent combinations "
sk,"

"
sp,"

"
sm,"

"
sn,"

"
st,"

"
sq,"

"
sw," <fcc.

Examples of "
s, z

"
preceding

Scan, ^ Slack/^ Smote, ^- Snap, -^

ft

Skate, o^ Slate,/' & Smart,ry Snare, r*

j
Scheme, <^^> Slip, /* Smile, s^' Spot, c/-
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Spite, A.
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EXAMPLES.

Last, ,' Yeasts, 4. Homes,^ Lads,

Lasts,/ Stabs, y Legs, // Ladies,

Rusts,/*" Stocks, x Mans, --m Fees, /

Songs, <3

Feast,b Stones,-^ Raves, y Thanks,

Mails,

Tails,

Roars,

(A;
" SH " AND ZH."

These .combinations are arrived at in practice by simply

thickening the sign for "
h," a thickened " h "

being invariably

preceded by
"

s, z," except

(1.) In writing the combination "ths," as in "baths," which,

however, applies only to elementary writing and the

writing of proper names.

(2.) In the combinations "
his,"

" hes
"
in such words as "

his,'
"
history,"

"
hissing,"

"
hesitate,"

Examples of "
sh,"

" zh."

Rash, /f Gash, C" Hash,y Shop, p> Shame, }>

Dash, -f Rush, /* Ash, 3 Sheep, ^> Shade,
p. 32, sec.

" d."

(i) We have now finished with the rules for indicating
"

s
" and

" z
"
by thickening, and you will see that practically they may be

summed up into the one simple rule, that "
s, Z," is read before OP

after any thickened initial sign, and always after any
medial or final thickened sign (the only exceptions being
thickened "h," as explained above in section "h," and thickened

initial diphthongs, as explained in section "
e," page 36). In the

application, however, of a principle of contraction of such extensive

scope as this there are naturally a few matters demanding special

notice, and in order that your knowledge of this important feature

of the system may be complete we have incorporated into the

following section every point in the least peculiar or exceptional.

(1.) Should it happen that the thickening of the straight up
strokes'"!, r

"
at anytime prove comparatively inconvenient when

writing with a pen, owing, say, to some peculiarity of holding the

pen, the use of a damaged pen or one wholly unsuitable for thickening
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such strokes, rough paper, &c., <fec., the difficulty is easily got over.

Thus, in the case of words beginning with "
si,"

"
sel,"

"
sil,"

"
ser,"

"
cir," the alphabetical sign for "s "

may be prefixed to the "1, r,"

giving the forms r "si," <y "
sr," which in practice, however,

may be reduced to the simpler forms ^ "si," ^ "
sr," the

"s" forming with the "1, r" a small loop, but entirely distinguished
from the vowel loop by being traced on the reverse side, thus :

Celt, ^ Slate, </ Slack,

Silver,
^

Celibate, *& Certain,

Then, with regard to the combinations "
les,"

"
Ifs,"

"
res,"

"
ris,"

the thickening of the "
1, r

"
may be dispensed with by retaining

and thickening the vowel, thus :

Lesson, \ /*~ Pleasant */* Breast, ^*~ Residence, /l

Lessen,/

^_ Best, \/_
List, Present ^~ Wrist,/ Wrestle, /*

There remain the combinations "
Is,"

"
rs," which may be disposed

of by adding the sign for " s
"
thus :

Mails, Sails, <f Versed, >* Tears, -r<

Tails, ~S Souls, O Cares, ^ Sores, <f

(2.) You will do well to note the mode of tracing in full the

following classes of words :

Possess, 06 Passes, <4 Basis, <* Post, d- Boast, CL-

NOTK. Observe that in these cases the thickening is applied to the down-
ward stroke completing the circle.

Losses, / Roses, /^ Raises, ^ Cases, <? Tosses. -&

NOTE. The point here is that the hook falls above the circle. Compare"
ride

" S" and "
raises

" -^
,
the latter being distinguished from the former,

not only by the circle being thickened, but also by the different position of

the hook in relation to the circle.

(3.)

Assize, #, Assign, &- Assassin, %- Assort, ^~ Assault, gr Assail, y
NOTE. You will form these outlines with the greatest ease if you only

follow the watch movement, and thicken only on down strokes. Of course, the

pen i never to be lifted in the formation of an outline.

Asses, \ j,

Assess, / NOTE. Watch movement, hook terminating above circle.

[See "losses," "roses," &c., above.]

Assist, **-
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Essay, # NOTE. Small circle forms angular junction with hook.

Assent, ^ _. NOTK. The peculiar combination of the vowel and the letter

Ascer^t /
" n

"
in these cases is devised to admit of the angular junction

of the " n "
with the "

t, d." In practice, however, instead of

tracing these words fully you will find it sufficient to write

Ascend, W f [as[6]n], dropping the "
t, d."

(4) When by the omission of vowels, monosyllables consist of a

single consonant preceded and followed by
"

s," the final " s
"

is

denoted by the alphabetical sign, thus:

Sits, Sex,,
-.

,

Sips,/ Sets,/
1

Sinks,/
7

Sings,
'

Sins, 1 Sucks,/

LESSON VII.

ABTICLE IV. CONSONANTAL COMPOUNDS.*
Under this head you are given a principle of contraction which

forms a distinct feature of Script Phonography.
(a)

" dk " and "
dgf," with any intervening vowel or diphthong,

are represented in any part of a word by a long curve or double "k"

(v ^ ) analagous to a "d" and a "k" or "g" combined, as it were,
in one stroke, the intervening vowel being understood; thus

/ represented by <>

EXAMPLES.

Abdicate, {_s-

(abd-keht),
Abduct, s-

Adjudicate, (* ^~
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(c) "df," "dv," ) with any intervening vowel or diphthong, are

"tf," "tv," j represented in any part of a word by an oblique

curve, corresponding in form and direction to the letter "
g," but

traced upward ( /? ) ; analagous to a " t
"
or " d " and an "

f
"
or

" v " combined in one curve. Compare -7
and //

EXAMPLES.
"

Active, eX7
(akt-v)
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ARTICLE V. In this article is presented one of the leading prin

ciples of abbreviation, a principle already extensively used in the

contraction of ordinary longhand, viz. : the practice of shortening
outlines by only writing as much of a word as will, with the slightest
aid from the context, promptly indicate it, such as "

misinterp," for
"
misinterpretation,"

"
uninterest," for "

uninteresting,"
"
incompre-

hen," for "incomprehensible." This invaluable facility for abbrevia-

tion, it may be remarked, is one of the immense advantages of having
vowels and consonants written in the outline and in their natural

order. In fact, you will be agreeably surprised, by and by, to find

how small a portion of an outline thus written will prove an immedi-
ate key to the word it is intended to represent.

Anonymous 46

Accumulation
)

Accumulating
Accumulated )

Astonishment

Benevolence

Designation

Despicableness

EXAMPLES.

(anon), Establishment ^ (estab),

Familiarity J-,/ (fam(T)l),

(akoom), ^
Gesticulation L-^, (j()s t (i) k),

(aston), Modification sTps (mod(i)f),

*(b(e)n(e)v), Ratification /?
(rat(i)f),

(d(e")s(i)g), Synonymous f<5 (s(T)non),

(d(e)sp(i)k), Unanimously <?~ (oonan).

In connection with this principle you should note that "
s
"

is

indicated at the end of words by the following outline being placed
in close proximity. This affords a ready means of denoting, inde-

pendently of context, the plurals, possessives, and verbal endings of

words contracted under above rule, thus :

Disappointment may be met,

Disappointments may be met, /

Should the contracted outline happen to be the last word of a

sentence, the small terminal cross used for marking the close of

sentence (see page 8) may be placed in close proximity, thus :

We fought at great disadvantages, _f +

* For distinctness "n" is traced contrary to w.itch movement before "f,"
"y," "h," "sh," "zh."
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ARTICLE VI. SIMPLE PREFIXES.

Certain letters of the alphabet are used either singly or in

combination as special contractions for prefixes or initial combina-
tions of letters common to a number of words. Thus, our sign for

"k" at the beginning of a word may also represent the prefix "com,"
" con." In deciding when it is applied in its ordinary alphabetical
use to represent

"
k," and when it is used in its prefixial application

to represent
"
com,"

"
con," you have not only the context, but in

most cases an immediate and effective guidance in the character of

the outline itself, which yields no meaning if the initial sign be

wrongly interpreted. Thus, if the outline to be read consists of
" k "

followed by
"
pos," and you read the " k "

simply as the letter

"
k," you get

"
k(|)pos," which represents no word in the language,

and you are consequently impelled, as it were, independently of the

context, to read the "k" as the prefix for "com," getting the correct

translation at once, viz.,
"
compose." You must acquire the

following list thoroughly, but you will see that the task is rendered

particularly easy by the suggestiveness of the signs employed:

ACCS, o (as)



Index, r^^
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(d) In addition to the prefixes in the foregoing table, you should carefully note

the following, which although too infrequent in ordinary language for inclusion, in

the table, are yet of importance from their liability to occur in matter of a scientific

character "
Co-e," denoted by

"
co-equal," ^-

(kos't(S)ns), "co-exist,"

ultramontane."//

(ko), as
"
co-eficient,

"
^~f (kof(I)sh),

(ko kw).
"
Co-ex," denoted by v ^ (ko s), as

"
co-extend?,"

(kosta).
"

Ultra," denoted by / (uhl),

ARTICLE VII. COMPOUND PREFIXES.
A number of the simple fortos given in preceding article may be

joined so as to form compound abbreviations. Thus the prefix for
" in

"
may be joined to the prefix for " con "

to form the compound
"incon

?

"
&c.
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The vowel " a
" and the syllables "dis " and " mis "

may be com-

bined with other prefixes so as to form very useful compounds, thus :

Accom (akaum)^
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ARTICLE IX. AFFIXES.
Just as there are special forms provided for prefixes and certain

common initial combinations, so also special forms are now given for

affixes and certain common terminations as follows:

Ble (b)
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is thickened, if it does not mean the ordinary addition of "s," "z,"
it must mean one of the above terminations

; thus, o will be

"nose," ''knows," or "notion," ^ "face," "phase," or "
fashion,"

<fec., <fec. The termination " tian
"
may be denoted by

"
tahn," as

kr(!)stahn for " Christian."

(b) Apart from the above fixed forms you will find that the

general principle of dropping terminations, under Article V., will

largely afford other terminal contractions applicable to whole families
of words, an invaluable principle, which the following examples will

enable you to fully understand :

1. i for the terminations "
ide," "ite,"

"
ive," <fec., as derl for

"
derive,"

"
deride," and derivatives such as "

derived,"
"
deriving,"

"
derivable,"

"
derided,"

"
deriding ;

"
depri for "

deprive," <fec. ;

desi for "
decide," &e. ; dell for "

delight," &c.

2. oi for "oid," <kc., as devoi for "devoid;" avoi for "avoid,"
fec.

;
. emploi for "

employed," &c.

3. 66 for "
eive," <fec., as dese for "deceive," &c.; rese for

"
receive," &c.; conse for "

conceive," &c.

4. ol for "
ology," <fcc., as frenol for "

phrenology," <fec.
;

astrol

for "
astrology;" teol for "

theology."

5. t for "
ture," &c., as lect for "

lecture," rapt for "
rapture ;

"

cret for "
creature," nat for " nature."

6. The " sh
"

affix, given in table of affixes for "
ceous,"

"
tious,"

has in practice a much wider scope, proving an effective index to
"

cial,"
"
tial,"

"
cient," "ciently,"

"
cience,"

"
ciency," &c., thus

parsh for "
partial ;

"
judish for "

judicial ;

"
prudensh for

"prudential;" pehsh for "patient," "patience," "patiently;"
efish for "

efficient,"
"
efficiency,"

"
efficiently j" defish for "deficient,"

"deficiency,"
"
deficiently."

7._T(i)t for "titude," "titute," &c., as constit for "constitute,"
restit for "

restitute," &c.
;
substit for "

substitute," &c.
; aptit for

"
aptitude," rectit for "

rectitude," platit for "
platitude."

8. The past participle ending in "
d,"

"
ed," is constantly

supplied by the context, as "
it was deemed unnecessary,"^ fl ^-> c

[it

was deem un(e)s] ;
he was famed for knowledge, *^> > <*

" he was fehm for nol
"].

(c) In a similar manner the omission of a minor vowel under
Article I. will afford terminal contractions for groups of words,
thus :

1. uhs for "ecus,"
"
ious," "uous," <kc., as Bootuhs for

"
beauteous," <kc.; seruhs for "serious," <kc.

; arduhs for "arduous,"
<kc.

2. OOl for "
ual," &c., as Casool for "

casual," &c.
;
actool for

"
actual," <fcc.; ritool for "

ritual," &c.

3. Sm final for ,,
'

as hansm for "handsome;" blosm for"
som,

" blossom."
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LESSON VIM.
ARTICLE X. PLURALIZED AFFIXES, &c.

A few of the sigus in the foregoing table may be thickened for

plurals, possessivea, :md verbal endings.

EXAMPLES.
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EXAMPLES.

Faithfully, Jj Aimlessly,

Suitableness, .- Ful,ness,

Cious.ness, ,.

Tious,ness,

Officiousuess, /

Cautious-

ness,

Cious,ly h

Tious,ly,

Consciously, -*

Cautiously, ^

Fully,

Artfully, S2

Less.ness,

Hopefulness, 9* Thoughless-
/ ness,

Sion.ate,

Tion,ate,
, "tion"and"t.

Passionate,
Passion't,

Affectionate,
Affection't,

ness,

Graphy,

Photo-

graphy,

Ly.ness,

Godliness,

Sional,

Tional,
("^

io
^''^'

tl?n'" ^'fSf1 " Uon" and*"
by thickening and "1 )

Occasional,

Tion,ality,
"tion" and " a

Nationality,

Additional,
Tion,able,
"tion" and "ble,"

~-r Sion,ally,

^Ec^,- and '"Tltn^^tr
ly amx.

Homeliness,-^- Condition-

ally,
Conditionly,

T 1 /*
l-essay, Additionally, ^ Unquestionably,

Addition^yI

Questionable, -*7

Tion,ably
"tion and" ably,'

ARTICLE XIIL SPECIAL LIST OF OUTLINES FOR
FREQUENT WORDS.

We now come to a task of transcendent importance, upon the

thorough mastering of which will largely depend the character of the

result you will attain from your study of this system. If you
examine any page of printed matter you will find that about one-half

consists of a certain class of constantly occurring words, such as a,

of, in, to, the, <fec., <kc. Indeed, ordinary spoken or written language
has been justly compared to a string of beads, the string representing
the constant train of these small connecting words and the beads the

words of occasional occurrence. If, therefore, you acquire a perfect
command of the outlines for these frequent words you will at once be

prepared to write about half ordinary language as quickly as it can

be uttered in public speaking. See, then, what a foundation of expert-
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ness you will have laid ! To enable you to do this you are presented
with the following list, alphabetically arranged; not, however, a

list of arbitrary grammalogues, but of outlines of the simplest and
most suggestive character, a considerable number representing words
in full, and the vast majority being merely applications of the general

principles of contraction already learned. The value of the list is

vastly augmented by many of them being root words, from which others

are atonce formed. Thus, you are asked to learu that the word "change"

is represented by <

(ch). From this you get a valuable series :

"Changed" -
, "changing" (

, "changeable" (
,

"unchanged"^ , "unchanging" , "unchangeable" r
,

fec., &c. Indeed, if you master this list you will really /have a

practical command of the outlines for at least about a thousand of

the most frequent words in the language It is -hoped, therefore,

you will see the great importance of becoming thoroughly familiar

with every outline in the list, the more especially as the list is to a

great extent the key to the acquisition of one of the most important
features in- the system its phraseography.

NOTE. Outlines that give the last sounded letter in the word may be thickened
for plurals, possessives, or verbal endings, as " form "

=-"4
,

" forms " ^~> .

Words of this kind are marked on the list thus, *. When the outline does not

give the last sounded letter in the word the plural, possessive, or verbal ending is

indicated by context, or by placing the next word in close proximity (Article V.,

p. 42). Words of this class are marked on the list thus, t. A few words are

introduced, not from their frequency, but owing to their outline being somewhat
exceptional.

A, an, . (dot).
(or in phrasing, a small circle/

About, abow.

Above, <^ abuh.

(?

Acknowl- ^
aknau.f

edge,

Advantage,
'

a(d)v. \

After,

Ago,
(See "Go.";

af.

ago.

Again, C^
ag(fi)n.

Against. C/
ag(6)ns.

Alcohol, /^ alko.
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Appear, / a pee.



Good, cs goo.f
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Notwithstanding, -zr1'""
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The, t.



\i;TI('LK XIV. NUMERALS.

(One,* (two. (thivr, (foui
1

, (five, (six,
1J 2. 3. J 4.

\
5. 6.

[Once, [twice, [thrice, [fourth, [fifth, [sixth, &c.

first ^
(fst), second ^ (s(e)kon), third -^__ (tuhd).

* On page 54, the form <"
(" n ") is given for

"
one," but chiefly for the

purposes of phrasing, as " one of the
" fT ,

" one of them "/Q >
.

The Numerical Adverbs firstly, secondly, thirdly, <fec., are denoted

by placing the hook I, representing the affix "
ly

"
(see page 47),

immediately after the head or top of the digit, thus

firstly, ''secondly, * thirdly,
J "

fourthly, ^* fifthly,
*" <fec.

Hundreds are denoted by >
(" hnd," seepage 53), Thousands

by -e ("tous," see page 55). Millions by -->/
("rnln," see page

53) ;
thus five hundred, 5 >-

; five thousand, 5 -<?
;
five million,

5 **r\ five hundred thousand, 5 > -e

In all other cases the ordinary notation is used, as eighteen
hundred and sixty-six = 1866.

ARTICLE XV. PROPER NAMES.

The ordinary methods of contraction do not apply to the writing of proper
names, which should be written in full and with the exact vocalization denoted,
as "

Bateman," ,^-y
"
Maidstone," s&, ,g

Proper names, 'however, that are very familiar will be readily recognised,

although abbreviated or the exact vocalization left to the context, as
"
eng

"^
for England, stf^ (without distinguishing dot under vowel) for

" Rome."

LESSON IX.
ARTICLE XVI. PHRASEOGRAPHY.

We now enter upon a stage that opens out a vast field of stenographic power,
and which, although not by any means essential to the writing of the system,
should nevertheless be assiduously cultivated by all who would aspire to the

higher degrees of proficiency. A vast number of constantly occurring words admit
of being conveniently joined without lifting pen or pencil, and while not inter-

fering with legibility, the principle enormously promotes speed when by practice

you have acquired such familiarity with it as to apply it without hesitation.

Happily, while the phraseography of this system is practically unlimited, it imposes
scarcely anything but the most nominal memory burden, being based on the one

general underlying principle of joining outlines which are easily joinable, and

represent words either in full or at once recognixalilc under the rules of contraction.
As indicated on page 51, the principle is, in practice, chiefly applied to the words
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given in the preceding special list, and which, from their frequency and the

familiarity you will have acquired with them, are specially recognizable when

phrased or joined ;
so much so, indeed, that the fluency with which such phrased

outlines are read, after a little practice, is generally a pleasant surprise to our
students. Sometimes, when two of these small frequent words are joined, the
outline thus formed may also represent a single word. Thus, the outline

which, as a phrase, denotes "
I do "

("
"
denoting

"
I
" and " "

denoting
" do ") would also denote the single words "

add,"
" aid "; but with what ease you

will learn to analyse and interpret such outlines with the aid of the context you
can only fully realise by and by in your general reading practice.

'

In your
phrasing practice you should, as far as possible, join only those words which are

joined, or, as it were, run together in the natural flow of speech ;
as

"
He-spoke

a-few-words," not "
He-spoke-a few-words;" "He-read very-well," not

"
He-read-very well," &c. The following list contains a few phrases not con-

structed quite in accordance with the general principle laid down, and your
attention will be called to such exceptional cases.

At first you will, in your practice, probably phrase but little ; gradually,
however, you will introduce the principle more and more into your writing,

especially if you make a point of cultivating the practice, and be on the look

out for those set phrases which enter so largely into our language, such as
''
of

the," "in the," "for example," "with regard to," "at ouce," "at least," "in
the meantime," "of course,"

"
at ail events," &c.

NOTE. In the following list, phrases, or parts of phrases, made up of any word
or words included in the special list introduced in Article XIII. are printed in italics.

SECTION I.

A point, J.
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Prom one to ^y-fr^
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It may be said -*-^?
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C2

That there can be,
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PHRASEOGRAPHY. SECTION II.

A few very important phrases admit of being represented very
effectively by what we may term pictorial devices. Although
contrary to the general principle upon which our Phraseography is

based, the following devices are so suggestive in idea, and so

powerful in speed, as to warrant their inclusion.

f\ , i / Hyphen placed to the left of long stroke intersectingae
'

t line of writing.

On the other side, / Hyphen on the right hand side.

On both sides, Do. intersecting downward stroke.

On the one hand, j- Do. placed over the usual outline for
" hand."

On the other hand,> Do. do. other do.

TV. fV,Q rf n1a/.a / / Bot placed to the left of commencement of
rt place, / | down atroke _

In the second place, / Do. in the middle.

In the third place, / Do. at end.

Two vertical dots above line of writing (see

over> page 54).

NOTE. Although so much space has been devoted to Phraseography, the subject has been
little more than touched upon, and a special Phraseography Hand-book will be issued
in due course.

ARTICLE XVII.

Words which may require distinction of outline.

Immigrate,^y Ministry, -o/ Significance,
and derivatives,

Emigrate, -^/ Minister, ^-v Signification,
and derivatives,

(Dot above hook).
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Human, ^~
Finely, J^ Liberty, // Catholicity,

Humane, ^r Finally,*^ Liberalism, //* Catholicism, -*&

In the following cases the groups present words having the same

meaning, and therefore having but little practical need for dis-

tinction of outline. For technical accuracy, however, the following
distinctions are available.

Continued,
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REVISION EXERCISE Continued.

ARTICLE III., PAGES 34-40.

Sap, )

Asp, f
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Scientifically,v
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ARTICLE IX., PAGE 47

Laudable, ' /



ARTICLE XIII., PAGE 50.

Changing, i- Discover, Judging, ^ Lodgment, /

Changeable, Recover, Kindly, ,_ Parting, ^

Changeless, Uncover, -v .Lifeless, /!/ Presentation,^

Unchanged, Justify, f Lover, Service, /
J

Covering, * Judgment, / -, Lovely, Surety, y-

ARTICLES XIV. AND XV., PAGE 56.

NOTE. Words intended to be phrased are connected with a hyphen.

Myself and Doctor Dunn set-out for-the Banks of-the Shale

> - / /- * S
Eiver on-th fifth June, One Thousand Eight Hundred and Seventy-

<y
o/" j- (/ /^vy -

seven. . Qn-tfw firstrd&y we found only a-few specimens, but three

<^ 2~- * +~ <r- <^ / S

days after we discovered four hitndred, and tvithin twelve days we-

. J * ^ 4" > ^^" /2 a

had reckoned upwards of five thousand, one-of-the-best being found

> O J- -6 *&

a-milefrom-any water supply.

SENTENCES ILLUSTRATIVE OF THE PRINCIPLES OF GRADE II.

NOTB. Words or part of words for which special formi are provided in

previous articles are in italics.

/-met-him tw-town o-few-days-ago running to-catch o-train, with

<t-rug on-his arm and o-book tw-his hand, and bowed io-him

rushed past.

-*- ^ s-
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The administrator admitted the advantage of such-an adjust-

^ ^ 7 a z

ment, and aa^ocated an oo?/ournment of-the-case, but he-thought no

material amendment could-be-uaa.de on-the original offer.

^"5>->x <r->--'~~> v_y s37 r f

The sailor sighs as sinks his native shore,

And climbs the-mast to feast his eyes onc*-raor.

The attempt vras ^defeated, and-the devoted leader taken-captive

after o-brave defence of-his native-land, anoMoaded tyith indignity

and-the ridicule o/-his captors.

The wrz/brtunate accident took-place a,t-the arcAway behind-the

^ /< ^_ / /_

station, and close beside the descent to-the ecccavation, the-circum-

ference of-which exceeded 20 yards, the barrier consisting only of
f
1*' jer* s~\

an i7beded pailin^ which-h&d-been swojected to examination by-the

Company's Inspector, and condemned as wwsound and incapable of

resisting any considerable ofeide pressure, the-report embodying
-^ x >

s*~ r -^s ^> s* ^~ /
r?

*~

a-recowmenda^io?i for a-6'wostantial outlay without delay for-the

entire reconstruction of-the-work.

Misconception of-motive and misinterpretation of~conduct may

lead to ^nisanthropy. The discomfort and inconvenience experienced
/2 'I

was such as-to render the-house uninhabitable. The-Government

^ r *- ^- -* ^-^
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were so incommoded by-the unconstitutional and unexpected method

adopted that necessary legislation could-noirbe accomplished. The

_/? ^/ ^
miscomputation was unimportant ; irtrfact, <Ae-supply o/^metal was

X-Y
f ^2. -y/"

t^/ ^

practically inexhaustible.

./

The President of-the Association is o-man of social and
5L

f O~ > -i ^->

mo^nanimous disposition, and-no antagonism to-his election is

/O f /^*

anticipated, his sincere and disinterested interest in ail-that

r ^ __^_^ ^
concerns educational oo'vanoement being undoubted. T'Ae-ordinary

^ X7"e,p.32./ ^ ^ _

business o/-<Ae-meeting was transacted.

/ rr^- S -^ <

This-w&a o-pathetic tale of o-noble woman struggling urith-the

-tfl J^~ -S o sr <*s~?- -4s

visitation of o-wysterious oc?t?ersity, now a-joy/ess wanderer, whom

none observe or pity, neatf winning honourai^y a-scant livelihood in

^ %' 6 t- ^ ^ tf ^^ -^i

sadness anc? solitude, yet ever faith/it^ to-the nobility o/-nature that

S~ ~ J, ^
found a-temple in her breast, and rejecting with constancy the

/ f--
;.

^ >- ^~ / f <x- ^^*"

allurements of-the vicious. The variableness of style and homeliness
>

y o -/ r-

of expression that-leada one artfully and-olmost unconsciously from
f /*~~~ s-l Jr -S f <+ ^/f* ^^~* f̂ '-

chapter to chapter deserves the highest praise. Occasionally we-meet

_-^
^ *~ + exT

with an overxirawn character, but on-ihe-whole the-work is

*~~r
/^ / cv^7 t*/' -?

unquestionably a-welcome addition <o-our national library of-&ction.

2 +
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There-is, however, we-think a-t&stelessness in-the bindiny and-a

want of carefulness in-the production of-the lithographic sketches.

*# cr

Still loftier heights the winged art retains,

For patient labour, and aspiring pains.

Having now finished the Second Grade, you are in a position to avail yourself
of the Second Grade reading and writing practice given in the

"
Script Phonographic

Journal" price Id., per post l^d. (see List of Publications.) This will prove an
invaluable aid.

GRADE Ml. LESSON X.

Here we enter on that branch of the system where the writing
assumes its greatest brevity through the operations of what is known
as the " L " and " R "

Rule, to the various applications of which the

whole of this Grade is practically devoted. In relation to the

system this rule may truly be said to be the crown of the edifice,

rewarding a hundred-fold the student who thoroughly masters its

details, which we will now endeavour to help you to do.

Among the various resources for contraction of outline which the

art of shorthand affords, that of "
position," or the writing of outlines

out of the line of writing, is one which, like that of thickening in

Grade II., may be well or ill laid out may be used to hinder or to

help. It will be necessary for you first to understand clearly what
is meant in this system by the " line of writing." The " line of

writing," then, is the line upon which the first consonant of each

outline stands or has its base, and any outline which stands or has
its base out of the ordinary line of writing is said to be written in
"
position." Thus, in the sentence,

The terrible accident took place at night,
</

/ * -^> <r- /**-

the outlines for the words " terrible
" and "

place
"

are written iij
"
position."

* Almost the only
"
position

"
used in Script Phono-

* Ruled paper is not essential, an outline being shown to be in position by the relation of

its,first consonant to ttiejirst consonants of the other outlines.
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graphy is the position above line of tvriting, which is the most

distinct and the most easily commanded by the hand, the

fingers stretching forward from the line of writing to a space above

the line of writing with the greatest ease. It is used in this system
for the contraction of the frequent consonants,

"
1
" and "

r," under,
we may say, one general rule

;
but which, for greater clearness, we

place before you in sections as follows :

"L" and "R" RULE.

ARTICLE 18. "L" or "R" is read after any single consonant
or after the first consonant of any outline
traced above line of writing, this principle
not applying to "

g
" or outlines commencing

with "g."

We will first take the case of a single consonant traced above

line of writing, thus ...... Here we have " b "
traced above line of

writing and therefore followed by
"

1
"
or "

r," giving
"
bl,"

" br ";

and by supplying between these pairs of consonants the omittable

vowels "T
" "

8," (Article I., page 31) we get the combinations "
bll,"

"bSl,"
"
bir,"

" b8r." Now, let us apply the principle to the first

consonant of an outline traced above line of writing, thus ...77.

which gives the consonantal groups "bid," "brd." Here you will

observe that the omittable vowels may be supplied before the "
1
"

or after the "
1," before the " r

"
or after the "

r," giving the

following combinations :

b*ld, blgd, bgrd,
br*d.

You have thus a fixed formula by means of which you can

unfailingly interpret an outline of this kind should the context not
at once suggest the proper meaning, which will rarely happen,
except perhaps in the earliest stage of your practice. In such a
case you have only to follow the foregoing formula to bring before

you in rapid and regular succession all the meanings which the

outline is capable of yielding. For example, if in the case of . . . r. .

the word required by context were "
build," it would come before

you on applying the first step of the process that is, reading the

vowel before the "
1," giving

" b
g

1 d "; if the word required was
"
bled," it would be presented to you on taking the second step

that is, reading the vowel after the "
1," giving

" b 1
*

d," and so on.
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Of course, the same principle holds if the vowel instead of being

understood as in the above case were expressed, thus . ."^7., which
would give

ba(l)d, b(l)ad, ba(rXd, b(r)ad.

Whenever you have recourse to the formula, be sure always to

go through the process in the exact order we have indicated, as by
this means you will guard against the possibility of passing over any
one of the combinations yielded by the outline. After a little

repetition the process will become so familiar as hardly to cost you
a thought ;

and the following exercises, if faithfully performed, will

give you a complete mastery of the principle :

NOTB. Cover with your paper all but the shorthand outlines, and then write

down, or call over mentally in accordance with the formula, the words denoted by
the shorthand outlines, checking yourself as you proceed with the translations of
the outlines ; the first consonants of all the outlines in this exercise being supposed,

of course, to be traced above the line.

/ bl,
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NOTE. In this grade, when "
a
"

is followed by
"

I r," it is traced above

line of writing like any other consonant, as in the following examples :

Syllable.
Celebrate.

slbeht, Celibate.

Sledge.

Sling,

sink, Slink.

Examples of an expressed vowel following the consonant

sip, Slip. (
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prf Pref(for ,
mehl, Mail,

"prefer.") mehr, Mare.
..P-, slim, Slime.

^- silnt, Silent.

promot,
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EXAMPLES.

r pauls,
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ABTIOLE 21. Following the preceding Article, the prefixed
vowel may be thickened to add "s" under the rules in

Grade II.

This Article, while throwing open an additional field, in no way
interferes with the working of the rule, as the "

s," indicated by
thickening, does not count as a first consonant.

EXAMPLES.

Astrology,-^ Safer, Subtle, ^ Superlative, j

(ast(r)ol, (super(l) y

Asperity, Z, Saver, S Supreme, , Superior, j

Aspire, / Saviour,/ Superannu- > Supper, ?

ation,

Satire, ^ Suiter, t/- Superintend, /^~ Superabundance, /

Sentences Illustrating the Practical Application of the Principles

in First Section of "L " and " B, " Rule.

/-tell the tale as-it-was told to^ne. Boll on, thou deep and dark

ftr _^-> ^ <3"
.

-* ~~7 '

blue ocean, roll. I-am afraid the Board will-be obliged o-reject the

/"<*>'' JL <?- sf.J. ^& ^ *~> ?
V s

offer. Dare not applaud what you cannot approve. Every cloud

has a-silver lining. Here sleep the brave who, nobly fighting, fell,

/^" * / / ^ J/ s 7 ^ sT ,4s
/

for freedom and-the land they loved s&well. The brave fireman

bore the child safely through-^ flames, amid the hearty cheers of-

c/ jT ? ^ ^ ^
4 ^ _ a~

j

the surging crowd. Suffering is-the sacrament of-life. The fresh sea
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breezes brought-back the bloom of health. The rules of-the building

a ", _
"

society were drawn-up on o-plan calculated to prevent fraud, but

^ -^
ff

* - / /
in-this-case were proved, on superabundant evidence, to-have-been

'

flagrantly broken. J% verdict was heard in breathless silence by

nil in Court. The trial now brought to o-close should have

' - -^ * ^ *-

/T-wholesome effect on all such establishments.

^ 2 & <? T
<y

'

LESSON XI.

"L" and "R" RULE SECTION II.

In this section we deal with the case of a thickened consonant

traced above line of writing. There are practically two classes of

words that come under this section the class where the vowel

following the consonant is understood, as ^~~~~
,
and the class where

the vowel is expressed, as \_^
--

. There is a remarkable and

interesting difference in the manner in which these two classes are

affected by the " L " and " R "
Rule, as shown in the next two

articles.

ARTICLE 22. When the consonant is thickened, and not

followed by an expressed vowel, "s" is read either

before the consonant or after the "
1
"
or " r

"
thus

/ _ s-pl pl-s s kl kl-s

s-pr pr-s

"

s-kr kr-s

You will remember that in Grade II. you read " s
"

before or

after an initial thickened consonant, thus ^
,
= " sft

" " fst."

Now, " f
" above the line is equivalent to "

fl,"
"
fr," and if it be

thickened the " s
"

is read before or after these combinations,
"

s-fl,"

"fl-s," "s-fr," "-fr-s." You can now deal with the following
exercise i
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/ spl,
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Precede, <fec., / (prseed). Tresses,
-

(tresses).

Presage, <fec., / (prsehj). Mercy, -> (mrsi).

Persuade, <fec., <- (prswehd). Heresy, >, (hrsi).

With these it is customary to include the word "
pursue," (prsoo).

It will be seen that in six of the foregoing the thickened consonant

may be taken as the prefix
"
per

" "
pre

"
thickened to add "

s."

Sentences Illustrating the Practical Application of the Principles

in Second Section of "L " and " R " Rule.

Man never is, but always to-be blest. Hope springs eternal

in-the human breast. Those evening bells, those evening bells, how

-r> -^
^ <*

many o-tale their music tells. The prisoner tried with much skill

^ ^ -* -^

and adroitness to persuade the President that-ihe preceding case

did-not apply to-the present charge. The straw tells how the

stream flows. The parents qf-the scholars did-not object to-tJie

scale of school fees. Several persons were struck with lightning

*~* o
*""

}, ' ^~

during the severe storm. Still so gently o'er me stealing, memory

will awake the feeling. The scramble up the bright hills was
j /

et-' ,. / / _ c?

particularly pleasant.
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"L" and "R" BULB SECTION III.

Article 24. Any of the consonantal compounds given
in Article 4 may be traced above line of writing like a
consonant to be followed by "1, r."

EXAMPLES.

(d-k(r)e z), Decrees,

(d-k(r)e s),
Decrease,

(d-g(r)e z), Degrees.

(d-k(l)ehr), Declare,

(d-g(r)eh d), Degrade.

(d-k(l)In), Decline,

(d-m au(r)l), Demoralize,

(d-m au (1),
Demolish,

(d-f(r)nt), Different,

(d-f (r) s), Differs.

(d-v(r)z),

/? (d-v(r)z),

(d-v(r)s),

Defers.

Divers.

Diverse.

,2- (d-f (r) aud), Defraud.

./2~, (d-f au (r) m), Deform.

/J (d-v (1) p), Develop.

/? (d-f I
(1),

Defile.

__<d-t(r), Deter.

Determine,
(fee.

, (d-t eh (1) s), Details.

NOTE. Do not make the mistake of supposing that the " 1" or "r" may be

read in the consonantal compound will give d-fl, d-fr, but not dl f
,
drf.

Article 25. When the outline traced above line of

writing- commences with a prefix, the "
1
"
or " r

"
may be

read either after the prefix or after the consonant follow-

ing the prefix, which may be regarded as the first

consonant, followed by "1" or "r" in the ordinary way,
but preceded by a prefix.

This article might be thus expressed. If the first consonant of an outline

traced above line of writing be preceded by a prefix, the "
1
"

or "r" may be
read either after the prefix or after the

"
first consonant." The extreme simplicity

with which this principle works out in practice is very remarkable. We will first

deal with the cases Where the "
1
"

or
"
r
"

is read after the prefix; only a certain

number of the prefixes, however, being ever followed by
"

1
"
or "

r." Under this

article the word "delay" would be traced TTT. de(l)eh. Now let it be

supposed that the use of
" d "

in this outline as a prefix for " de " was not at once

apparent from the context, and you proceeded, as before, to go through the

original process of reading the vowel before the
"

1," then after the "
1," &c., you

would get, upon taking the second step of the process, the combination "d(l)eh,"
which can only be pronounced to give

"
delay." Again,

"
rely

" would be written
s"

,
and the use of the "

r," as a prefix for
"
re," if not obvious at sight,

/*>
ia made clear on reading the "

1
"

after the "r," thus r(l)i, which could
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only mean "rely." In the same way you can't fail to recognise

"n(l)ivn for "enliven," ?. 'n (1) aw f for "unlawful." This principle

applies to the vast majority of cases where the "
1
"

or
"
r
"

is read after a prefix
traced above line of writing, and the remaining cases are of an obvious nature, as

set forth in the following list.

Accelerate, Concert,

Axle, &c.,accs(l). cons (r) t,

Tiiis sign can only be taken
in its character aa a prefix, _,
vowelsneverbeing traced above Uonsort,
line^to

be followed by
"

1
"

or cons au tt

/ Consult,

Excellent, ex
(1).

Exercise, ex (r).

Mislead, ms(l)ed.,
Misread, ms(r)ed.

Misrule,

flUJBWHUO^
abs

('!)
oot.

*
Absolution,
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Unlock, X
'n (1) auk.



In the preceding exeivise you dealt with a large and valuable

class of contractions arising from '!
"
or " r

"
being indicated after

a prefix, and you saw how harmoniously and simply tin- principle
worked. AVe have now to consider the second part of the article

namely, the case where the '

/
'

or "r w does not follow the prefix,
but follows the con.<nant to which the prefix is attached, and which

may be regarded as the "first consonant," followed by
"

1

"
or " r

in the ordinary way. If you examine this "
1
" and "r "

rule closely

you cannot fail to be struck with how happily the very structure of

the language lends itself to the working of the rule in all its appli-
cations. Were the youngest student, for example, asked to translate

the outline ^^ (diskahd), irrespective of the U L "and "R"
Rule, he would probably at once bake it to mean " discard

" that

is to say, the " r
"
suggests itself in the outline. In the same way

3 (dispees) suggests
"
displease," *f (extav)

"
extravagant,"

-7 (impoov) "improvement, fec.," , .-> (contiv) "contrive,"
But when, in addition to the suggesiiveness of the outlines,

there is added the further light of "
I
"
or " r

"
being indicated by

the outlines being traced above line of writing, then indeed you
have a maximum of legibility with a minimum of outline. Indeed,
to a large extent the facts of the language render them legible at

sight independently of context. Thus, the outline -^* in this

system never means, and can never mean, anything but " contra."

In the same way ^ -t? always means "
contro," - ^ always

"
contri," -* always

"
extra," <fec. The form -/ above line of

writing must always mean "
com," followed by

"
pil,"

"
pll,"

"
plr,"

"
pri

"
(as

" con
"

is never followed by
"
p "). Facts of this kind, in

abundance, present themselves through all the applications of this

rule to still further enhance the legibility of the contractions, and
make you feel, after a little honest study and practice, that it is

really in this Third Grade that the system retains its deepest store

of interest, and exhibits its highest form of simplicity wedded to

power.*

EXAMPLES,

Abstract, L^
abs,t(r)ak.
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Controversy, ^-/'

V. /

Contrast, -^-

con,t(r)ahs.

Contradict, _,^_ ,

con,t(r)ahd-k.

Compliment, *?->

com,p(l)ment.

Construct, -^--

cons,t(r)(uh)k.

Construe, ^-^

cons,t(r)oo.

Consternation,^
cons, t

(
r)nehtion.

Disapprove, f
dis.ap(r)oo.

Encroach, ^s>

eii,k(r)och.
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Protrude, c/^-~ Preclude, C* Perverse, /
protood, prekood. p(e)rv(e)s.

Proclivity, &) Precursor, ^*/ Precarious, ^
prok(I)v.x prekusr. prkehuhs.

(c) To these may be .added the outlines for "
enterprize

"

(entrpiz),
"
interpolate," &c., ^ (int(r)peht).

(d) In the following words the "
r," although following the

second consonant, is omitted from the outline upon the same

principle of "
suggestiveness," the outlines in this case, however,

being traced on line of writing.

Penetrate, ifec.,/,,-

penteht.
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Dwell, d(e)L-



(b) OUTLINES INVOLVING THE POSITION BELOW LINE OF WRITING

Belong,
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PHRASEOGRAPHY INVOLVING THE USE OF POSITION.

ARTICLE XXXI. In applying the principle of phrasing to out-

lines written in position, the rule should be observed that the initial

consonant of the phrase, and that only, is contracted under the

" L "
arid " R "

rule, as " there may be
"

. 77. . . If the group

of words be " that there may be," you can phrase
" there may be

"

above the line, but the word " that
"
you should trace on the line,

thus -c. ,
it being the vital principle of the " L " and

"R" rule that "1" or "r" is contracted after the first consonant

of an outline traced above line of writing. Again, you are not

recommended to apply the " L " and " R "
rule to more than the

first word of the phrase. For example,
" their march " would be

better traced singly, thus . "". 7^ ,
instead of ~(

There may be, of course, -a few phrases of such an obvious character

as to warrant their being exceptionally treated, such as "Fair

Trade," -^~: .

" Free Trade," . ^T~. .

" Board of Trade," ....

EXAMPLES.

(a) PHRASES TRACED ABOVE LINE OP WRITING.

As there,

As there may

Address the,

BetrayA,

Breakdown,

Tell us, -*
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Poor man, <

Pull down, 6

Tear down, -

Coiled up, s

Folded up, c

Reared up, ,

Traced back,

There may have-^ Tried to,

Dwell upon,

Dealt with,

Of their,

Their own,

There are,

There is,

(there's).

cr

-6

Failed to,

Hard case,

Hard times,

Strong case,

Political life,

Political party,

^ . Political economy, c^-
(Political econ.)

There can be, "*/ J Called upon, ^~~2- Railway station,
-

E. And so on with phrases commencing with "there," "their."

(b) PHRASES INVOLVING THE POSITION BELOW LINE OF
WRITING.

A great man, /
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Tlirouyhout Took place, Where is it,
lf-

tke country, (where 's
*t).

/ hear, Were it not,
t<J
""

TF&ere w*# A,
(were't not).

SENTENCES ILLUSTRATING THE PRACTICAL APPLI-
CATION OF THE THIRD SECTION OF THE "L"
AND "R" RULE.

We derived great delight from-the concert, which proved a-most

^->

excellent entertainment. The unrivalled display of costumes, and
? -7

-~tr^

the glitter q/^gleaming jewels imparted o-special grandeur to-the

scene. To accelerate the traffic on-the railway o-new-line was

-r
-^

^^ _
^ ^ <*/ ^

constructed at o-comparatively small cost. /w-his discourse he
^^ ^ ^ ^_P

^f~ * ^

disclaimed any intention to-be disloyal, but-he appealed to-the

^7
intelligence o/-his audience as-to whether o-people denied the free

Y g J
(

*
_
a r- - ^

- ^

exercise of-their religion were-not, degraded and enslaved, and-ke
9

'

^J> sf
( J-

asked if-\\rwere the-part of a-patriot to-be neutral in-such-a-case.

^ ^ JCT ^ "

The extravagant outlay incurred in-the decoration qf-the interior

cr

of-the hall was disapproved of as-being unfair to-the ratepayers.
O1

'

)" <t -4

Although not long in-the-country fo-spoke the language well. The

details of-the development of-the different departments of-the

business were very encouraging to-the enterprising promoters./> ^--e' ^ &&-
' * ^
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The-old buildings were ordered to-be completely demolished by-

z/
^

/

degrees, and a-comprehensive scheme of reconstruction under a

contract entered into by-the Board. Noble thoughts clad in-the

garb o/^graceful language are-the happy seeds o/^culture in-the

garden of-the-mind. We-learn life's lessons by-degrees a&-the years
^ * /*

trace their records in-our hearts.

REVISION EXERCISE ON GRADE III.
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7

Dials.

Dyers. i

Dries.

Boils. 'J

Cries. *-*

Available.
/

Afraid. J-

Avert. /

Astrology. ^

Satirical, <r~

(fee.

Splendid. /-

Stored. -&

Divulge. /2

ARTICLES XIX, XX, AND XXI.

Meals. - Sails. e.

Solicit, &c.

Souls.

Seals.

Tools.

Tours.

6 Truss.

Approach. /- Evolve.

Attire.Accurate,
&c.

Occur, Attributej

Sacred.

Summer.

Suffer.

Easter.

Rails.

Nails. t>

Rules. <"

Humour. ~-

Attorney. .

Idle, &c. <-

Saddle, c^-

Saddler. *-

ARTICLES XXII. TO XXIV. INCLUSIVE

Struck. -^ Similar. ^- Skeleton.

Spoiled.

Demur.
Demure.

Small.

Decorum.

ARTICLES XXV. AND XXVI.

Mislay. Outlast. **-Absurd, bc.l

Concealing.%^-

Deliver, (fee.
-7

Discern. . Unsaleable. < Sublet.

Obtrude. A

Contrive. ^7

Unrewarded.^^" Relent.
(See "ward,"p. 47.)

Inland, /* Resource.

in(l)an.

Distortion. Impure.

Improve.

Incur. Extract,

Swore. /

Detract.

Uncon- "-/

seemed.

Unen- /J
livened.

Unrepent- -fs-

ing.

Suburb. us

Retail.

Subtract.

Constella-

tion. Instalment. -^'^ Outpour, y Procure.
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NOTE. In the wide and varied field covered by the English Language, a

number of words will naturally be found, whose peculiar structure might, at first,

cause some hesitation in applying to their outlines the principles of the " L " and

" R "
Rule. In order that you may be prepared for dealing with such

exceptional words you are presented with the following examples.

Adolescence, * tf
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SHORTHAND.
Shorthand ia-the highest form of-that noble art of-writ.

;
v hich

r <f

of-all others has-been-the-most potent in-the-work of human

? ot^~ ^ruS i----

civilization, the-most closely interwoven with-every phase of-our
"za

* J

existence, the pivot upon-which turns the-mighty wheels of-our

// - --,

social and political^world. Shorthand is-the great lever by-whichr o<^+
LS ('

the press wields its-power and exercises its high privileges ;
the

/ *->

f
_ ^

^ ^, / _

genius that attends upon-the birth of-thought and arrests it in-its

-, *S era1 f f~ i- ^*-

flight through-the mystic portals/ of-the-mind
;

the handmaid
*t c"^* -s*~z**~

-T^- >-->_/ O *^ S^d---

of-knowledge at-the doors of-the-temple of-learning ;
the subtle

6r
*~-

~"
erO ^

material agency which, embodying a-great moral force, works for-the

-^ ,' -7^ ,

'^ */ ~L

economy of existence and-the^rogress of humanity.
n C/ O IT /

CONCLUSION.
We have now gone through the principles of Script Phonography, which it is

hoped have been placed before you as clearly as the limits of less than 100 pages,
and the complex requirements of a system of shorthand designed to meet the
needs of a mighty language would permit. Your next task is to acquire expert-
ness, which is, of course, a question of regular, earnest practice, and your own
natural aptitude. It is not pretended that in this system proficiency is attainable

by "turning a handle," or by fitful starts, or desultory application. Let your
practice be regular, and from dictation if possible ;

if not, then by careful tran-

scription from well selected literary matter, making it a rule to read all you write.
The vue of the exercises tn the published journal of the system should take precedence
of all other means, as affording skilled guidance in reading and writing. You will
do well to consider the diplomas, prizes, and other advantage* of the Script
Shorthand Society, as mentioned on page 15, and if there be in your district a
local Shorthand Association, or classes affording facilities for dictation practice
under qualified guidance, you should if possible take advantage of the circumstance.

Whatever force a-strife begins, 'tis-only perseverance wins" "'
.

- * / <-'

If-the rough path* you've laboured through, droop not with-the prize in view
' %
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